A novel method of transporting and accelerating high brightness ion beams, called MEQALAC1, has been developed at Brookhaven. The concept and its motivation will be described first, with reference to other sources for detail, and then the performance of two operating MEQALAC's will be presented. i.e., 8i, maximize 6-D brightness. Low beta and small bore size make electrostatic quads a natural choice for the focusing. Another condition for achieving maximum 6-D brightness, it should be mentioned, is that the average accelerating field should be about one-fifth of the electric field at the quad pole tips.
This concept originally evolved as a solution to the need for transporting high brightness beams at the low beta end of a heavy ion accelerator for inertial confinement fusion. The argument went as follows.2 For a given beam energy, it can be shown that the maximum current transportable in a quadrupole channel, the space charge limit imax, is independent of channel size; but normalized transverse acceptance, £NT i.e., 8i, maximize 6-D brightness. Low beta and small bore size make electrostatic quads a natural choice for the focusing. Another condition for achieving maximum 6-D brightness, it should be mentioned, is that the average accelerating field should be about one-fifth of the electric field at the quad pole tips.
The analysis shows that the space charge limited current varies as the square of the ratio of channel radius to cell length, where cell length is twice the distance between adjacent quads.3 For a Wideroe structure, then, cell length is 3c/f, and it is 2fc/f for an Alvarez structure. This parameter should be maximized in MEQALAC design, or about 0.13. Above this, the quad length becomes too short. The quadrupole fields become distorted, and rf penetration into the drift space begins to be a problem. Therefore, once a bore radius, rQ, is chosen, the optimum cell length is rQ/O.13. Once an injection energy (8) matched beam must be just that: convergent in one plane and divergent in the other. With this extractor geometry, the space charge limit was reached.
The first test itself was to build a nine beam xenon MEQALAC. First, it was decided to halve the channel and source aperture dimensions, halve the extraction gap, and quadruple the arc current in the source. This was accomplished, and the space charge limited current through the new channel was again obtained with the scaled down slit-in-dimple geometry.
The MEQALAC sketched in Figure 1 (see also Figure  2 ) was then built, complete with ion source control rack, vacuum system, the rf system, in a three month period from July to September, 1979 February, 1980 , in collaboration with the BNL Hr group. The beam emittance from a slit-in-dimple extractor was measured using the Wgroup's computerized emittance measuring system. Comparing the result with the calculated channel acceptance, a maximum of 50% of the beam current could have been transported. In fact, 3.8 mA, or 25% was transported.
Work then began on the Cockcroft-Walton replacement, conceptually a four beam, 3 mm bore MEQALAC with 20 kV injection into a six cell DC transport section ("LEBT") followed by a two tank linac. After constructing the first tank and doing some tests with it, it became apparent that the cell length was too small to get reasonable quadrupole lengths in the available drift space in the tank, and a decision was made to increase the injection energy to 40 kV. The ratio of quad length to cell length then increased about 40%. Also, the quadrupole geometries in LEBT and linac were changed to increase their voltage holding capability (see Figure 5) beam energies. The current directly out of the source behaved similarly, but transport through LEBT was more efficient for high ratios. The beam was more focussed at high ratios, which could be the reason for the improved efficiency.
Structure", these proceedings. 
